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A word from editor

T
he forecasT by The International Air Transport Association (IATA) 
that civil aviation in India will reach the third slot from its ninth position by 
2034 has generated considerable optimism all round. The optimism is also 
fuelled by the positive vibes emanating from the market as in September this 
year, passenger traffic went up by 14.6 per cent with all Indian domestic car-

riers reporting high percentage of seat occupancy. SpiceJet was leading the pack with a 
seat occupancy rate of 92.1 per cent closely followed by IndiGo and others. In fact, Spice-
Jet that was on the verge of collapse last year has made a remarkable recovery under the 
new dispensation.

All Indian domestic carriers have embarked on fleet expansion. IndiGo made waves 
with a mammoth order for 250 Airbus A320neo beating its own record of 280 Airbus air-
craft and in two instalments, in the period 2005 to 2011. Currently, the fleet strength of 
IndiGo is 99. Explaining in an interview IndiGo’s strategic expansion plans in sync with 
India’s growth story is its President, Aditya Ghosh. IndiGo’s initial public offering (IPO) has 
had a good opening. 

SpiceJet is in talks with both Boeing and Airbus for a possible order of over 100 single-
aisle aircraft expected to be finalised by early next year. Deliveries against an order for 72 
Airbus A320neo aircraft placed by GoAir in June 2011 is expected to commence next year 
at around 15 platforms per year. Vistara, the full-service carrier, has added the seventh 
aircraft to its fleet and there are plans to induct two more by the end of this year. Air Costa 
had ordered 50 E-Jets E2 with options for 50 more from Brazilian manufacturer Embraer 
in February 2014. Air Costa will be the first customer of the E-Jet E2 in the Indian market 
when the first E2 is delivered in 2019.

The high spirits in the Indian civil aviation industry has been somewhat dampened by 
the inordinate delay in the finalisation and issuance of the new civil aviation policy. As per 
reports, at the presentation of the draft policy to the Prime Minister, a number of issues 
were brought up that concern other ministries and departments, necessitating a fresh 
round of dialogue and consultations with these and the stakeholders. 

The government is making a case for enhancing regional connectivity and in this issue 
we have made out a case for differential airport pricing for regional aviation. Presently, six 
of the major airports account for majority of both passenger and cargo traffic, but this is 
likely to change with secondary cities coming into play. E-commerce is adding to air cargo 
growth in India and that again is limited to the metros. E-commerce is opening up like 
never before and we have a report on that. Interestingly, Honeywell India President also 
refers to the smart and low-cost airports. 

Recently, the Brazilian aerospace major took operators and others to its facility to give 
them a first-hand account of the progress made on its new aircraft E-Jet E2. 

All these and more in this issue apart from the regular features. Welcome aboard and 
happy landings!
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Technology / Profitability / Comfort

Propelling New Horizons

ATR is the leader of regional air transport today. 
ATR 72-600 and 42-600 aircraft, with a unique combination of flexibility on 
regional routes, reliability and unbeatable fuel efficiency, enable airlines to offer 
their passengers great flight experience at unique comfort standards.
With more than 190 operators in over 90 countries worldwide,
ATR turboprops are good value for money over time.

Opt for the best solution for regional flights!
www.atr-aircraft.com

atrbroadcast atraircraft atraircraft atr

Market shareDispatch reliability 
99.6%

ATR flights per day
5,000 78%
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Earlier, Buffet had admitted it was 
one of his few indulgences. Subse-
quently, what elevated the business jet 
from a luxury toy to what is increas-
ingly seen as a vital corporate tool? In 
the US, hundreds of Fortune 500 com-
panies now flaunt their own aircraft, 
with companies arguing that this vital 
conveyance saves time and boosts pro-
ductivity. A recent CNN report quotedNewsBriefs
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(  Airline news

AirAsiA JApAn ObtAins Air OperAtOr’s 
CertifiCAte
On October 6, 2015, AirAsia Japan was 
granted Air Operator’s Certificate by the 
Civil Aeronautics Act by the Ministry of 
Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tour-
ism, under the air transport business, 
Japanese Aviation Law Article 100. The 
airline is scheduled to commence domestic 
and international operations from their base 
at Chubu Centrair International Airport in 
Aichi prefecture to Sendai and Taipei in the 
spring of 2016.

This will be AirAsia’s second attempt 
to break into the Japanese market after 
exiting their earlier venture with Japan’s 
ANA less than two years after beginning 
operations. The airline has been rebranded 
as Vanilla Air, and is now a wholly owned 
subsidiary of ANA. Tony Fernandes, CEO, 
AirAsia Group, said: “We are very excited 
to be back in Japan. We have fantastic 
partners here and we are united in the 
vision to change the way people travel in 
Japan. Centrair Airport is a fantastic base 
and with our new routes, we look forward 
not only to enable the Japanese to enjoy 
our direct destinations but to connect 
them to the rest of Asia and beyond on our 
extensive network.”

Air indiA’s trOublesOme dreAmliners
In July this year, the Minister of Civil 
Aviation P. Ashok Gajapathi Raju told the 
Parliament that till June 30, 2014, Air India 
experienced delays in 318 of its flights oper-
ated with Boeing 787 Dreamliner due to a 
variety of technical snags. This translated to 
over three per cent of the total flights of the 
Dreamliner operated by the airline. In airline 
jargon, Air India had a despatch reliability of 
less than 97 per cent with its Boeing 787-8 
Dreamliner. Globally, the despatch reliability 
for all airlines operating the Dreamliner was 
over 99 per cent, i.e. less than one per cent 
of all Dreamliner departures globally were 
either delayed by over 15 minutes or can-
celled. The Boeing 787 Dreamliner did face 
a tough entry into service, even suffering the 
ignominy of being grounded due to frequent 
battery fire. What is intriguing is that while 
Air India has been experiencing problems 
with the Dreamliner, the other airlines in 
the world operating this platform have not. 
The performance of the Dreamliner has 
dented the credibility of the national carrier 
in the world market.

flydubAi And mindtree: strAtegiC 
pArtnership
Emirates’ narrow-body sister airline 
Flydubai has selected India’s technology 
service company Mindtree as a strategic 
technology partner to help the airline 
shape the digital experience it is envisag-
ing for its passengers. Mindtree will focus 
on transforming Flydubai’s information 
technology to support passenger sales 
and service systems, including electronic 
ticketing and baggage tracking. The agree-
ment will also extend to other strategic 
business areas such as revenue manage-
ment, target monitoring, ancillary revenue 
and operational optimisation. Flydubai has 
a fleet of 49 Boeing 737-800 aircraft operat-
ing to more than 90 regional destinations 
from its hub in Dubai. 

Commenting on the announcement, 
Ramesh Venkat, Chief Information Officer of 
Flydubai, said, “We welcome this agreement 
with Mindtree who bring their creativity, IT 
architectural design capabilities and experi-
ence of working within the aviation indus-
try. We look forward to working together to 
further enhance efficiencies for the benefit 
of our passengers.” 

Jetlite tO merge with Jet AirwAys
The board of Jet Airways has approved 
merger of the low-cost subsidiary JetLite 
with the parent airline Jet Airways. At 
present Jet Airways and JetLite operate 
under two different Air Operator Permits. 
The merger, which is subject to regulatory 
and other approvals, is aimed to further 
strengthen the airline’s efforts to provide a 
consistent, single brand product and service 
offering across the network, leading to a 
stronger market presence, a statement is-
sued by the private carrier said.

“Jet Airways has made demonstrable 
progress in the implementation of its 
three-year turnaround strategy with the 
objective of returning to profitability.” The 
merger of JetLite into Jet Airways is a key 
step to strengthen Jet Airways’ opera-
tions and create a seamless organisation, 
delivering exceptional service to its guests,” 
Naresh Goyal, Chairman of Jet Airways, 
said. Consequent to the merger, JetLite will 
become part of Jet Airways and operate as 
a separate division of Jet Airways. This will 
result in more focused operational efforts, 
realising synergies in terms of compliance, 
governance, administration and costs. Jet 
Airways had reported a consolidated net 
profit of `226.4 crore for the first quarter 
ended June 30, 2015.

remArkAble turnArOund by spiCeJet 

Low-fare carrier SpiceJet has made a remark-
able turnaround from its financial distress 
earlier this year. The airline has reported a 
net profit of `71.8 crore for the first quarter 
of financial year 2015-16. This is the highest 
profit for the first quarter ever reported by 
the airline and the second consecutive prof-
itable quarter. In the same quarter last fiscal 
the airline was reeling under a quarterly 
net loss of `124.1 crore. Today’s result is a 
whopping `195.9 crore rise. This perfor-
mance augers well for the airline. Ajay Singh, 
Chairman, SpiceJet, said: “We are working 
hard to build a world-class airline again. 
These results show that we are on the right 
path. This is the second consecutive profit-
able quarter and I am proud of what we have 
achieved. But there is still a long way to go. 
I am confident that the best is still ahead of 
us. We will continue to focus on growth and 
on getting operational reliability and on-time 
performance back to global standards. We 
need to strengthen SpiceJet so that it is able 
to take advantage of the enormous opportu-
nities in the coming years.”

(  OperAtiOns

indiA dOminAtes Air trAffiC grOwth: 
iAtA
India continued to post strong growth in 
air traffic in August 2015, beating the top 
six domestic airline markets in the world. 
This was fuelled by airlines offering cheaper 
tickets due to a significant drop in the global 
oil prices. The increase in demand for air 
travel and entry of AirAsia India and Vistara 
helped airlines fill more seats. According to 
the International Air Transport Association 
(IATA), traffic in India grew 18.3 per cent in 
August, highest among top domestic airline 
markets in the world, including China, which 
saw growth of 13.6 per cent in the same 
month. This was followed by Russia (10.9 per 
cent), the US (5.1 per cent), Australia (1.7 per 
cent), Brazil (-0.9 per cent) and Japan (-2.1 
per cent). Price of aviation turbine fuel in 
Delhi declined by 36 per cent to `43,184 per 
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kilolitre in October this year compared to 
`67,525 per kl in the same month last year. 
As a result, fares have been 15 to 20 per cent 
lower than the previous year, which helped 
carriers improve balance sheets.

AuCtiOn rOute fOr glObAl Airline 
bilAterAl ACCOrd
In a policy shift, the Ministry of Civil Aviation 
is considering giving foreign airlines traffic 
rights to key destinations in India through 
the auction route. However, the prevailing 
practice of government-to-government 
negotiation will also continue as Indian 
carriers would require traffic rights abroad. 
The proposal may become a part of the draft 
civil aviation policy which will be released 
by the government soon for comments 
from the stakeholders and the public. This 
issue was also discussed at a recent meeting 
chaired by the Cabinet Secretary to finalise 
the draft civil aviation policy. The meeting 
was attended by the Secretaries of Minis-
tries of Civil Aviation, Finance, Commerce 
and External Affairs. India will become the 
first country to take the auction route to 
distribute foreign air traffic rights. However, 
this may be restricted to countries which are 
within 5,000 km or seven hours of flying time 
from India. The auction model will be fol-
lowed for airlines of countries from the Gulf 
region, Middle East and South East Asia. 
This is because the government may open 
up the skies by allowing airlines of a country 
5,000 km or seven hours of flying time away, 
to operate any number of flights to India.

ChAnge in strAtegy by VistArA

The Tata-Singapore Airlines joint venture 
airline Vistara will be re-configuring its Air-
bus A320 aircraft in an effort to reduce loss-
es as confirmed by the airline’s Chief Com-
mercial Officer Gian Ming Toh who said, 
“As a progressive entity, we are constantly 
revisiting how things are done and what we 
can do to improve efficiency, service, opera-
tions, etc”. After seat reconfiguration, it is 
estimated that the airline’s six A320 aircraft 
will have more seats in the economy class 
and significantly fewer seats in the busi-
ness, premium economy class. The airline 
has received its seventh A320 aircraft which 
will also be similarly reconfigured. The new 
configuration is expected to be 8 seats in 
business class, 18 in premium economy and 
128 seats in the economy class. 

(  Air sAfety

sAfety COnCerns AbOut Air indiA 
AirCrAft
In the recent past, a case of fire on board a 
Khajuraho-Varanasi-Delhi flight operated by 
Air India only reconfirmed pilots’ apprehen-
sions about the airworthiness of the ageing 
aircraft being operated by the national 
carrier. The government, however, was of 
the view that the incident of fire had nothing 
to do with safety. The incident of fire came 
months after Air India’s pilot body Indian 
Commercial Pilots Association (ICPA) asked 
the Directorate General of Civil Aviation 
(DGCA) to ground the ageing Airbus A320 
fleet with the national carrier. “The classic 
A320 aircraft, which are 26 years old, are be-
ing operated with repetitive snags endan-
gering flight safety. The DGCA should not 
permit Air India to operate these lethal snag-
prone classic aircraft and endanger passen-
ger safety,” ICPA had said in a letter in March 
this year. Minister of State for Civil Aviation 
Mahesh Sharma said the government was 
not operating faulty aircraft. “Practically, 
this was not a safety failure,” Sharma said in 
reference to the incident on the Khajuraho-
Varanasi-Delhi Air India flight.

Jet AirwAys 
plAne lAnds 
with neArly 
empty tAnks
On August 18, 
2015, a major disaster was averted when a 
Jet Airways Boeing 737-800 aircraft carrying 
142 passengers and 8 crew members on a 
flight from Doha to Kochi landed at Thiru-
vananthapuram with nearly empty fuel 
tanks. The incident was termed as ‘serious’ 
by the Directorate General of Civil Aviation 
(DGCA). Both the pilots were suspended 
pending investigation into the incident. As 
per the DGCA, the fuel in the Boeing 737-
800 aircraft was on ‘reserve’ after it did six 
go-arounds over Kochi and Thiruvanantha-
puram airports.

Airline fuel uplift pOliCy under sCAnner
In the recent past, two incidents of aircraft 
declaring fuel emergencies and the diver-
sion of 10 flights from Chennai to Benga-
luru have brought the fuel uplift policies of 
airlines into question. DGCA regulations 
lay down the procedure for calculating the 
quantity of fuel required for each flight. 
These regulations are based on Interna-
tional Civil Aviation Organisation norms, 
according to which pilots are bound to 
declare a fuel emergency if an aircraft has 
fuel for only 30 minutes of flying time. For a 
flight between points A and B, an airline will 
carry fuel sufficient for the trip and landing 
at the destination (B), for a go-around, for 
an alternative airport (C) in case of diversion 
and for holding for 30 minutes over C.

(  Business AviAtiOn

fAlCOn 7X highlighted At CibAs 2015

Dassault Aviation showcased the top-of-
the-line Falcon 7X at the China Internation-
al Business Aviation Show (CIBAS) held at 
Beijing Capital Airport from September 24 
to 26, 2015. With 35 units in service, China 
remains the second largest market, behind 
the US, for the Falcon 7X. More than 250 7X 

dubAi AirshOw
8–12 November
Dubai World Central, Dubai, UAE
www.dubaiairshow.aero

nbAA business AViAtiOn COnVentiOn 
And eXhibitiOn (nbAA2015)
17–19 November
Las Vegas Convention Center, Henderson 
Executive Airport, Las Vegas, Naveda, USA
www.nbaa.org/events/bace/2015

us spOrt AViAtiOn
20–23 January, 2016
Sebring Regional Airport, Florida City, USA
www.sportaviationexpo.com

bAhrAin internAtiOnAl AirshOw
21–23 January, 2016
Sakhir Airbase, Bahrain
www.bahraininternationalairshow.com/

EvEnts CalEndar 
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have come off the assembly line since the 
airplane was introduced. “Demand for the 
Falcon 7X in China has remained relatively 
strong throughout the downturn here,” said 
Olivier Villa, Senior Vice President of Civil 
Aircraft for Dassault Aviation. “We also 
expect our new ultra-long range Falcon 
8X Trijet, set to begin deliveries next year, 
to receive a warm reception from Chinese 
customers. We anticipate bright future for 
this aircraft.” 

Introduced last year as the new flagship 
of the Falcon family, the 11,945 km Falcon 
8X will offer the greatest range and the 
longest cabin of any Falcon, allowing it to 
take passengers from Beijing to New York 
or Hong Kong to Paris non-stop. The new 
aircraft will also offer the largest selection 
of cabin configurations in business aviation 
and the same low operating economics and 
remarkable operating flexibility for which all 
Falcons are known. 

embrAer’s legACy 450 reCeiVes 
brAziliAn CertifiCAtiOn

In the second week of August this year, 
Embraer of Brazil has received type 
certification for the Legacy 450 mid-light 
executive jet from the Brazilian Civil Avia-
tion Agency at a ceremony at the Latin 
American Business Aviation Conference 
and Exhibition in São Paulo, Brazil. The 
flight test programme was carried out with 
two prototype aircraft, the first with flight 
test instruments and the second with a 
production-conforming interior. The com-
monality between the Legacy 450 and the 
Legacy 500 is around 95 per cent. Produc-
tion of the Legacy 450 has already begun 
and the first delivery is scheduled for the 
fourth quarter of 2015.

Embraer expects to receive certification 
from the Federal Aviation Administration in 
the near future and from the European Avia-
tion Safety Agency thereafter. Marco Túlio 
Pellegrini, President and CEO, Embraer 
Executive Jets, said, “We are very pleased 
to confirm that all Legacy 450 design goals 
have been achieved or exceeded. This air-
craft is also a game-changer in the mid-light 
segment. With better speed, range and field 

performance than originally planned, the 
Legacy 450 sets a new standard for its class.”

 (  infrAstructure

gOVernment tO reViVe plAns fOr 
lOw-COst AirpOrts
The Ministry of Civil Aviation is to revive 
plans to develop low-cost airports in non-
metro cities and might do away with the 
requirement of maintaining a minimum rate 
of return for developing regional airports. 
Currently, the Finance Ministry’s public 
investment board appraises projects with 
an internal rate of return of at least 12 per 
cent. This will be part of a draft civil aviation 
policy being formulated by the Ministry, to 
be released for public comment soon.

As per plan, the no-frills airports will 
have basic infrastructure and minimum 
manpower to reduce costs and, consequent-
ly, airfares. No-frills airports will also help 
enhance connectivity in regional and remote 
areas, primarily Tier-II and Tier-III cities. Cur-
rently, the Airports Authority of India (AAI) 
manages 125 airports across the country. 
Of these, 95 are operational. Airport charges 
account for about 10 per cent of airfares. The 
Civil Aviation Ministry will set new criterion 
to help states identify such airports. Also, 
state governments will be incentivised to 
come on board on such projects. The Centre 
will set a threshold for developing no-frills 
airports, based on the number of flights or 
the seats flown from the airport in a month.

plAn fOr AirpOrt priVAtisAtiOn drOpped
In the third week of August this year, the 
Central Government confirmed putting on 
hold the decision to privatise four airports 
in the country. The decision was taken 
at the level of the Prime Minister. “It has 
been decided that Jaipur and Ahmedabad 
airports be managed at the operational and 
management levels. The proposal of priva-
tisation of the other two airports has been 
dropped. We have decided these airports 
first go on a pilot basis,” Minister of State 
Civil Aviation Mahesh Sharma said.

Sharma said the decision was taken by 
a high-powered panel chaired by the Prime 
Minister on July 22, 2015. Finance Minister 
Arun Jaitley and the Minister of Civil Avia-
tion, P. Ashok Gajapathi Raju were present 
at the meeting along with representatives 
from the two airports. Civil Aviation Sec-
retary R.N. Choubey explained the reason 
behind the move being AAI having invested 

a huge sum in the development of these 
airports. “Instead of privatisation of four 
airports, AAI would continue to own these, 
but private sector expertise will be tapped 
for better operations and maintenance,” 
Choubey said. AAI has spent `2,700 crore on 
upgrading Kolkata airport and `2,400 crore 
on modernising Chennai airport. sp

inmArsAt
Inmarsat, the leading provider of global mo-
bile satellite communications services, has 
appointed Sam Matar as Director of Airline 
Market Development with responsibility for 
expanding the company’s airline customer 
base and revenues in the strategically im-
portant North America market.

prAtt & whitney 
Daniel Eigenbrode, Vice President of 
Supplier Quality at Pratt & Whitney, has 
been named Chair of the G22 Aerospace 
Engine Supplier Quality (AESQ) Technical 
Committee.

rOlls-rOyCe 
With effect from November 1, 2015, Rolls-
Royce has appointed Sir Kevin Smith CBE 
as a Non-Executive Director. 

gulfstreAm 
Between the period from mid to end 
September 2015, Gulfstream Aerospace 
Corporation has made the following ap-
pointments:
•   Sheryl Bunton as the company’s Chief In-

formation Officer (CIO) reporting to Dan 
Clare, Chief Financial Officer, Gulfstream. 

•   Bill Skinner, Vice President and Corpo-
rate Controller/Treasurer as Vice Presi-
dent, Treasurer and Financial Planning.

•   Kimberly Benson as Vice President, 
Corporate Controller. 

•   Brian Durrence as Vice President of 
Engineering.

•   Jim Bunke as Sales Director, North 
American Sales, West Division.

internAtiOnAl Air trAnspOrt 
AssOCiAtiOn (iAtA)
With effect from September 24, 2015, IATA 
announced two senior management ap-
pointments as under:
•   Gilberto Lopez Meyer as Senior Vice 

President for Safety and Flight Opera-
tions (SFO).

•   Nick Careen as Senior Vice President for 
Airport, Passenger, Cargo and Security 
(APCS).

appointmEnts
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Airlines Viewpoint

MaMMoth order 
for aIrBUS a320 
By IndIGo

IndiGo Airlines has always enjoyed a cherished relationship with Airbus and stands out for 
large orders for airliners with the original equipment manufacturer

The IndIan aIrlIne IndusTry is abuzz with the 
reports in the media released on August 17, 2015, that 
the nation’s leading low-cost carrier IndiGo Airlines has 
finalised a deal with the European aerospace major to 

purchase 250 Airbus A320neo airliners. The move to place orders 
for a large number of aircraft was initiated in October last year 
but could be finalised only now. The single largest order in terms 
of number of aircraft and second largest in value, the deal is re-
ported to be worth more than $26 billion at list prices. 

Airlines however do benefit from attractive discounts in such 
large orders. This deal is particularly significant for the Indian airline 
industry as it signals the possibility of rapid growth in air travel in 
the country. Assessment by experts of the growth of annual passen-
ger traffic in India from around 
190 million to 450 million and 
predictions for the country to 
consequently emerge as the third 
largest aviation market in the 
world by 2020, seems to be well 
within the realms of possibility.

Established in 2006 by Inter-
Globe Enterprises, budget car-
rier IndiGo that commenced 
regular operations in August 
that year, is the fastest grow-
ing and also the largest airline 
in India and leads with a mar-
ket share of 35.8 per cent as 
recorded in July 2015. The air-
line has an impeccable record 
of on-time-performance and as reported in the media, this is the 
only Indian carrier that has consistently been in profit. Currently, 
the airline has a fleet of 97 Airbus A320 aircraft on its inventory 
and operates only a single type of aircraft both in the domestic 
and international segments.

 The airline has always enjoyed a cherished relationship 
with Airbus and stands out for large orders for airliners with the 
original equipment manufacturer. At the Paris Air Show in 2005, 
IndiGo made waves by placing an initial order for 100 Airbus A320 
aircraft for $6 billion. This was the largest single order recorded 
at the Air Show and deliveries against this order was completed 
in late 2014. This record set by IndiGo was superseded in 2006 
when the state-owned Indian Airlines and Air India merged to 

form National Aviation Company of India that placed a combined 
order for 111 airliners from Boeing and Airbus.

Once again in January 2011, IndiGo signed a memorandum 
of understanding with Airbus for 180 Airbus A320 aircraft for $15 
billion. One of the largest orders of its kind in commercial avia-
tion history till date, the order included 150 of the cost-effective 
and eco-friendly A320neo version for which IndiGo was one of 
the launch customers. Deliveries of the A320neo are expected to 
commence only by the end of this year. With these large orders, 
in the Asian region, IndiGo was competing against Lion Air of 
Indonesia that had ordered a total or 464 aircraft in the years 
2012 and 2013, a mix of Airbus A320neo and Boeing 737. The 
other competitor though of lower intensity, was AirAsia that in 

2011, had placed an order for 
200 Airbus A320neo aircraft. 

Apart from plans for sub-
stantial growth and cost advan-
tage, one of the reasons why the 
airline places large orders for 
airliners is to phase out from its 
inventory aircraft that are more 
than six years old. Some of the 
aircraft received against the ini-
tial order for 100 have already 
been retired from service. This 
philosophy of inventory manage-
ment has helped the airline to 
keep the average life of the fleet 
low and consequently relatively 
free of technical problems. This 

in turn contributes to higher levels of air safety. 
The order for 250 aircraft, which on the face of it appears 

unduly large for an Indian budget carrier, seems to be well-
timed to boost sentiment before the airline goes from a private 
enterprise to become a public limited company through the 
issue of IPO (initial public offering). The airline hopes to raise 
`3,000 crore through the sale of its shares up to 12 per cent. 
In any case the large orders are unlikely to become a financial 
burden for the Indian budget carrier as the airline can always 
pass on their bookings to other needy international carriers 
and rake in some profit in the process. Sp
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IntervIew IndIGo

SP’s AirBuz (SP’s): Can you elaborate on the strategy of 
 IndiGo behind this historic order of A320neo?
Aditya Ghosh (Ghosh): Fundamentally, India is a large country 
with very little aircraft penetration. We are a country of a billion 
people with less than 400 commercial planes in this country. 
Countries like Indonesia, Malaysia and Brazil have three or four 
times the aircraft density of India. Air travel saves time too. For 
instance, the fastest train link that is connecting Delhi to Mumbai 
takes 16 hours while a typical flight will cover the same in two 
hours approximately. India is severely under-penetrated market 
in terms of aircraft density. An opportunity is staring right at us. 
For IndiGo, we are going to take delivery of these planes between 
2018 and 2026. Also, some of these planes will be used to replace 
the older ones. This new order provides with a great combination 
of growth and stability over the next decade.

SP’s: You do speak about the blend of growth and stability. 
Can you elaborate this for us?
Ghosh: The key growth driver for the Indian aviation including 
budget airlines has been and will be in future – the need for high 
quality low fare travel. Also, reaching out to people who have not 
had the opportunity to fly so far and that is a huge section of the 
population in India. We have clearly noticed that there is a corre-
lation between GDP growth and rise in passenger numbers. That 
gives an idea of the potential. We are here to make sure that for 
the next decade or so, IndiGo contributes to India’s aviation growth 
story. At the same time, the long-term nature of our order helps us 
plan way into the future and provides us with stability. We can plan 
for routes, pilots, crew, aircraft maintenance, office space and train-
ing facilities and so on and so forth. Not based on some pie in the 
sky but a real firm order with a real delivery schedule of airplanes.

INDIGO 
EYEING 
‘UNDER-
PENETRATED’ 
MARKET

The President of IndiGo, Aditya Ghosh, in an interaction with Jayant Baranwal,  
Editor-in-Chief of SP’s AirBuz, talks about how IndiGo contributes to  

India’s aviation growth story.

Aditya Ghosh
President, IndiGo

EXCLUSIVE
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IntervIew IndIGo

SP’s: 530 Airbus in total that is tremendous faith in the Air-
bus family! Can you elaborate?
Ghosh: Our firm orders of 100 A320 aircraft in June 2005 and 180 
A320neo aircraft in June 2011 were each the largest single order of 
aircraft from Airbus at the time of the order, according to Airbus. 
We were one of the first airlines globally to order the A320neo 
aircraft, according to Airbus. Based on current announced pro-
duction rates, Airbus has just over 8.5 years of current backlog for 
the A320 family of aircraft, according to Airbus. The Airbus A320 
is a very mature and proven product. Its fly-by-wire technology 
gives it an edge too. At the same time, the new engines on the 
neos combines a proven airframe with a far more fuel-efficient 
propulsion system delivering lower seat mile cost.

SP’s: A320neo, what all benefits do you see with this type?
Ghosh: The A320neo aircraft incorporate more efficient engines 
and large wing-tip devices called ‘sharklets’ and deliver improved 
fuel savings of up to 15 per cent over current generation A320 
aircraft without sharklets, according to Airbus. All of the current 
generation A320 aircraft delivered to us since January 2013 also 
incorporate sharklets. We believe that the lower operating costs 
of the A320neo aircraft will allow us to 
maintain and improve upon the struc-
tural advantages we believe we have 
over our competition. These aircraft en-
ter our fleet from fiscal 2016 onwards.

SP’s: When do the deliveries begin?
Ghosh: The deliveries will take place 
between 2018 and 2026 and will overlap 
with the 2011 order deliveries, which will 
begin delivery at the end of this year.

SP’s: We believe the size of order 
runs into about $26.5 billion. How 
about funding this massive acquisi-
tion plan? 
Ghosh: IndiGo has successfully fi-
nanced more than a hundred planes till 
date with a mix of solutions, whether 
it is operating leases or finance leases. 
The fresh order will also be financed in 
the same manner. In any case, we have 
three more years before the planes from 
this aircraft order begin delivering and 
therefore, we have enough time to think 
through this.

SP’s: It appears that you have a clear strategy of operations, 
domestic and international. Could you share the same?
Ghosh: As an economy product, our endeavour is to provide 
the best-in-class experience to all our customers and focus on 
three simple things — on-time flights, hassle-free experience 
and low fares.

Our growth strategy involves increasing the frequency of 
flights in markets that we currently serve and expanding into new 
underpenetrated Tier-II and Tier-III cities in India and potentially 
to select new destinations in Southeast Asia, South Asia and the 
Middle East. India with its huge domestic population combined 
with the lack of air capacity provides a huge opportunity for us to 
chase. The world is turning to India. We too would like to focus 
on primarily being a India focused carrier. And every once in a 
while open up a few international routes. Airplanes are simply a 
resource and we will deploy that resource wherever we see the 
maximum returns for it.

Consistent with our domestic strategy, our international 
strategy revolves around the basic principles of the low- 
cost carrier (LCC) business model, including point-to-point 
traffic. We strive to offer convenient connections between  
the domestic and international flights on our network with-
out creating any complexities of transfers or additional check-
in procedures.

SP’s: Could you tell us how these new aircraft are going to 
be deployed?
Ghosh: We intend to continue to strengthen the depth of our 
network by adding flights in our existing key markets and se-
lectively adding routes and destinations that we believe will 
enhance the breadth of our service in a sustainable and profit-
able manner. 

SP’s: What differentiates you from other airlines. Explain 
how you have been able to have sustained profitability? 

IndiGo celebrated its ninth anniversary by firming up an order for 250 Airbus A320neo (new engine 
option) jetliners, with this historic purchase agreement inked on the 69th Independence Day of India 
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WE bELIEVE that thE LoWEr 
opEratIng CoStS of thE a320nEo 
aIrCraft WILL aLLoW US to 
maIntaIn and ImproVE Upon 
thE StrUCtUraL adVantagES 
WE bELIEVE WE haVE oVEr oUr 
CompEtItIon.
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IntervIew IndIGo

Ghosh: Simply put, we are a pure low-cost carrier and we stick 
to that model consistently. We aim to be better than the best 
amongst low-cost carriers. Our endeavour is to provide the 
best-in-class experience to all our customers. Everything we do 
is straight out of a business school case study about low-cost 
airlines. We don’t buy multiple types of aircraft, we don’t offer 
things like business class and airport lounges. We don’t believe 
in hybrid and complex models of service. Then, we have been 
lucky with a committed leadership team and a set of founders 
which has remained the same. Stability at the top helps. The 
other big factor is that our cost of production is the lowest in 
the country. A lot of focus on improving yields but we focus 
only on reducing costs by sticking to just the basics. In mature, 
affluent markets like the United States and Europe, airlines like 
EasyJet, Ryanair are also following this model and have been 
profitable for years.

SP’s: Any likely tie-up with Qatar Airways?
Ghosh: We have had talks with them for a marketing tie-up but 
nothing else is on the radar. 

SP’s: How do you view 5/20 rule in the country?
Ghosh: Firstly, whatever I say will sound biased. Having said that, 
the new airlines feel disadvantaged by it. At the same time, There 
are also older airlines are shackled because of the very onerous 
route dispersal guidelines. We have to fly to certain markets. We 
cannot reduce our domestic capacity to increase international 
flights. Making it easy just for those guys will be an anomaly. We 
have this one opportunity where we could take a fresh look at all 
the interconnected policies of civil aviation, whether its RDGs, 
ground handling, ability to hire foreign nationals, fuel taxes, ris-
ing airport charges or for that matter harmonisation of the DGCA 
regulations with that of the FAA and EASA. Fortunately, there are 
only 8-10 of them. We are not going through a quagmire of 100-
odd. There should be a level playing field for Indian carriers to 
do well. For me, the bigger unfairness lies in this unlevel playing 
field. If we are looking at 10 policies, I am open to relooking at all 
of them. But not one by itself.

SP’s: The next wave in aviation is said to belong to regional 
aviation. What are IndiGo’s plans?
Ghosh: We have 430 narrow body airplanes to come and we are 
focusing on the markets that are best suited to this airplane. That 
is not to say that there isn’t a market for smaller airplanes. But it 
will require a different model and a different cost structure to turn 
it into a sustainable and profitable business. SP

Aditya Ghosh, President, IndiGo, receives CAPA Global Low Cost Carrier of the Year award at the 2015 CAPA Aviation Awards for excellence,  
held in Helsinki, from Peter Harbison, executive Chairman CAPA – Centre for Aviation
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rendezvous spanish ambassador

‘Civil aviation is going 
to boost the relations 

of two Countries’
The Ambassador of Spain to India,gustavo de aristegui, in an interaction with  

Jayant baranwal, Editor-in-Chief of SP’s AirBuz, explains how Spain has in  
the last about four years deepened ties with India and looks forward to  

strengthening the relationship based on trust and benefits

Jayant Baranwal, Editor-in-Chief of SP’s AirBuz with Ambassador of Spain to India Gustavo de Aristegui
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Jayant Baranwal (Baranwal): Could you tell us about the 
civil aviation conference which you attended in New Delhi 
recently?
Gustavo de Aristegui (Aristegui): The conference was surpris-
ingly good. There were some interesting details about the boom-
ing market that aviation is going to be in India. You see that there 
are less than 350 jets operating in the country which is so huge. 
You see crowded airports and they say less than one per cent of 
Indians are flying. Just imagine what is going to happen when two 
per cent of Indians are flying or five per cent of Indians are flying 
or 10 per cent of Indians flying. It is going to be a crowded sky. The 

predictions that some of them are making that there would 1,700 
or 1,800 jets in the next 10 to 20 years, I believe it would be more.

Right now, we as part of Airbus, are proud that India is one of 
the biggest, if not the biggest, markets in the world. Airbus has the 
largest market share here then any other markets in the world. It 
is a remarkable achievement.

Baranwal: What do you think of the recent record breaking 
order of IndiGo of 250 Airbus A320neo aircraft making a 
total of 530 aircraft A320 within a limited span of time?
Aristegui: I know it is difficult business and that the volatility of 
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rendezvous spanish ambassador

the markets, the volatility of the price of fuel and oil is affecting the 
profitability and the stability of the business. It is obvious. But in 
this environment it is very amazing to see such brilliant executives 
as most Indian airlines have. In many aspects they have created 
trends...for example in negotiation. IndiGo is not just about buying 
planes at a reasonable price, negotiating well with the manufactur-
ers of aircraft or manufacturers of engines. It is about financial en-
gineering, it is about their management, it is about their structure 
cost, it is about their personal management, their human resources 
and it is really quite amazing. I can tell you that I have flown in all 
Indian carriers, absolutely all of them and I like all of them.

Baranwal: What are the reasons for you to like them?
Aristegui: Everyone has specificity. For example, IndiGo is very 
efficient and very much on time and its personnel are warm. I 
like the formula of GoAir with these two front rows and an empty 
seat in the middle. I like it a lot. GoAir is really one of my favou-
rites. I like the new SpiceJet. I have a great deal of respect for Ajay 
Singh, the CEO of SpiceJet. During the Nepal crisis we had over 
700 Spaniards stranded in Nepal. We ended up evacuating 350 
and the vast majority of them through Delhi, mostly on commer-
cial flights. We had a concentration of about 300 Spaniards on the 
night of 26th April in the facilities of San Jose, a Spanish company 
that is refurbishing and enlarging the airport of Kathmandu. We 
were not getting permission to land our government jet in Kath-
mandu and the Indian Foreign Minister Mrs. Sushma Swaraj who 
was hosting the Spanish Foreign Minister that night gave me the 
contact of Ajay Singh. They were operating normally from Kath-
mandu and they were operating with commendable spirit of ser-
vice. We were able to take out 40 Spaniards and on other SpiceJet 
flights also several dozen Spanish nationals were evacuated and 
it was thanks to his generosity and his humane vision of the crisis.

He was permanently on call, day and night, and on WhatsApp 
and on telephone and he always kept his word. His team was effi-
cient and good. I have to say a lot of airlines were not able to fly in 
and out of Kathmandu in the first 72 hours, four or five days of the 
tragedy, but they kept on flying, probably they were one of them 
flying normally. The rates were also absolutely normal and they 
gave free food on board. They were doing that for humanitarian 
reasons and I thought it was a beautiful gesture.

Baranwal: Could you tell us about your views on India’s ag-
gressive ‘Make in India’ initiative?
Aristegui: We are very much in favour of ‘Make in India’ and we 
have told our interlocutors many times that. We have gone through 
similar phases in Spain. In yesteryears, we used to buy hardware from 
other countries, United States among others, we used to build some-
body else’s designs, today we do the whole thing on our own.

Baranwal: You mentioned that you used to import for a 
long time. How much time did it take for you to have a to-
tally ‘Make in Spain’ industry?

Aristegui: We still buy from abroad. 
You cannot produce everything. Nobody 
does, not even the United States. It took 
may be about 30 years to get to super top 
notch high-tech industry. I think India 
will take lot less than that.

Baranwal: Why do you think India may take less time to 
have its own aersopace industry?
Aristegui: Indian companies are producing components for Boe-
ing and for Airbus already, from very sophisticated parts of the 
fuselage, to discs for the brake, the wheels for a plane and we are 
not talking of a disc of a truck or a tractor. We are talking about a 
disc to stop a Boeing 777 or an Airbus A330.

Baranwal: Could you tell us about Spain’s strength in civil 
aviation?
Aristegui: We are very happy with our conversations with the Min-
istry of Civil Aviation. We are certain that in my talks with Indian offi-
cials of the Ministry of External Affairs and so many other ministries 
I have seen that in the last three-and-a-half years, there has been a 
greater proximity of both countries in so many aspects and deeper 
ones. It is really in aspects that pertain to technology cooperation, in-
dustrial cooperation, investment cooperation and many other fields. 
Indian authorities have noticed that Spain is a world player in a lot of 
aspects that have not been taken into account before. 

Baranwal: Could you tell us about partnership between In-
dia and Spain in civil aviation?
Aristegui: Civil aviation is a very important thing because it is 
going to boost the relation of two countries. We were exploring 
the possibility of direct flight between Madrid, Barcelona and 
New Delhi with Air India. It is on the table. I have a conversation 
pending with new Air India Chairman. On the other hand, Iberia 
is out of the red and in black. They are linking Madrid with each 
and every capital of Latin America. You name the city, Iberia goes 
there. The hub cooperation between India and Spain to link India 
to Latin America is without doubt Madrid. The shortest and most 
efficient way is through Madrid or Barcelona without any doubt. 
So we have to work on that.

Baranwal: Indra seems to be the market leader in civil avia-
tion. Could you talk a little bit about them?
Aristegui: Yes, it has 90 per cent market share. Indra is the big-
gest player in air traffic controls systems. Indra is the biggest in 
that sector in the world, even in Germany they have overwhelm-
ing share and in Europe it is 60 per cent in the United States it is 
35 per cent. It think it is extremely interesting to have coopera-
tion in this field. Spain has some of the most advanced systems 
of air traffic control, some of the most advanced civilian radars 
and systems. It is absolutely amazing to see Indra is the world’s 
leader in this field.

Baranwal: Is there any specific solution for that in Spain?
Aristegui: I spoke to the Chief Minister (Rajasthan) about this 
because I see a lot of potential. The Canary Islands of Spain 
which is seven islands are linked by two or three Spanish pri-
vate airlines and one of them is Binter. They efficiently cover the 
islands with constant flights among them. It works very well. It 
has boosted tourism in the islands. They are operating ATRs, 
C-295 that kind of aircraft. sp

Right now, we as paRt of aiRbus 
spain aRe pRoud that it (india)
is one of the biggest, if not the 
biggest, maRkets in the woRld
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AviAtion Boeing Summit

by Ranjeet KumaR

IndIa 
PIvotal In 
EvolutIon of 
aErosPacE 
Industry

“The Indian market is too important for anybody to ignore. Indian capability is very high. 
Manufacturing in India is the commitment we have expressed to the Indian Government.” 

 — W. James (Jim) McNerney Jr, Chairman, The Boeing Company

It was a packed hall for ‘India’s Time to Fly’ summit on 
aerospace innovation, manufacturing and skill development 
hosted by The Boeing Company and the Indian Institute of 
Technology (IIT) Bombay that brought together all the stake-

holders from the aviation sector on how to make India a leader in 
aerospace in the second century of aviation.

Boeing organised the summit in collaboration with IIT Bom-
bay as part of Boeing’s centennial celebration. Participants 
included government officials, industry leaders, academia and 
research institutions. It showcased the ideas and innovations that 
are changing the industry and the people in the Indian aerospace 
industry who are creating them.

The summit included an area where Boeing displayed full-
scale mock-ups of the Integrator UAV and SHARC unmanned 
marine vehicle, as well as interactive displays that highlighted 
partnerships with Indian firms manufacturing aircraft compo-
nents under Boeing’s support for the ‘Make in India’ initiative.

In the milestone 99th year of Boeing, W. James (Jim) McNerney 
Jr, Chairman, The Boeing Company, said India is poised to play a 
pivotal role in the evolution of the global aerospace industry. “This 
is our strategy. We have been in the country for last 75 years, we flew 
with Tatas 75 years ago. The Indian market is too important for any-
body to ignore. Indian capability is very high. Manufacturing in India 
is the commitment we have expressed to the Indian Government”. 

Boeing is eyeing India’s civil aviation sector, which is likely 

to expand at a phenomenal pace in the country in the coming 
years. According to estimates, Indian aviation sector will need 
around 1,800 new passenger aircraft in the coming years and 
according to Jim McNerney, Boeing is manufacturing low-cost 
and highly fuel-efficient passenger aircraft that will definitely 
attract the Indian airlines.

Speaking at the opening of ‘India’s Time to Fly’ aerospace 
innovation summit in New Delhi, McNerney, said: “We live in a 
world that’s demanding more for less. Companies like Boeing are 
always on the lookout for the competitive advantages that come 
with innovative new technologies and long-term partnerships. 
India, with its broad, deep engineering capability and skilled 
workforce, is a natural partner that offers us the long-term oppor-
tunities that can differentiate us in the marketplace and bring 
mutual success to the company and the country.”

McNerney also expressed admiration for Prime Minister Naren-
dra Modi’s ‘Make in India’ initiative. “In the past few months, we have 
seen the country evolve. The ‘Make in India’ initiative has given added 
impetus to companies like ours to look towards the future with opti-
mism. Prime Minister Modi has initiated a host of reforms pushing 
in the right direction, which I’m sure will lead to development and 
advancement in the region. Prime Minister Modi’s business meet-
ings in the United States attracted the who’s who of the US corporate 
world and there was not a single US CEO interested in India who was 
not there. The discussions in the meetings were real.” SPPH
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AviAtion Boeing Summit

excerpts  
from the summIt

the mInIster respondIng to SP’S questIons, saId: “on the 
front of cIvIl avIatIon, we are happy to promote any new 
aIrlInes. we would always encourage anythIng whIch has 
role for avIatIon, as avIatIon does Impact economy.” on beIng 
asked about the regulatIons, he mentIoned, “we would lIke 
to be and we have to be more transparent.” on answerIng a 
questIon about the controversIal 5/20 rule (the 5/20 rule 
bars domestIc aIrlInes from flyIng overseas unless they 
have completed fIve years of domestIc flyIng and have a 
fleet of 20 aIrcraft), he stated, “I am yet to come across a 
country whIch has such as rule. accordIng to me, I feel thIs 
rule has to go. the decIsIon Is currently wIth the cabInet.”

— P. ashok GajaPathI raju, MInIstEr for cIvIl avIatIon

“we have to create an ecosystem to make the IndIan 
mIddle class fly at least once a year. as of now they 
are flyIng once In three years. we have goldmIne lyIng 
untapped! IndIa has 431 aIrstrIps out of whIch just 90 are 
operatIonal for commercIal avIatIon. we shall revItalIse 
these assets and provIde facIlItIes from the government 
(central government) and shall also encourage the state 
governments towards the optImum utIlIsatIon of over 300 
aIrstrIps. IndIa needs 100 more small aIrcraft wIthIn one-
and-a-half years for enablIng the regIonal connectIvIty.”

— rajIv nayan choubEy, sEcrEtary,  
MInIstry of cIvIl AviAtion

“make IndIa the sImplest place to do busIness In! IndIa has 
already marked Its presence as one of the fastest growIng 
economIes of the world. It has been ranked among the top 
three attractIve destInatIons for Inbound Investments. 
IndIa Is pegged to be a bIgger manufacturIng base than the 
unIted states In comIng tImes. whIle the global fdI Is down, 
we see a 48 per cent growth In fdI, post the ‘make In IndIa’ 
InItIatIve by the government.”

— aMItabh kant, sEcrEtary,  
dEPartMEnt of IndustrIal PolIcy and ProMotIon
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AirlineS Industry

by b.K. Pandey

Exploiting thE  
growth potEntial

Despite a host of impediments, the Indian civil aviation industry appears to be set on a 
reasonably high growth trajectory

O
ne Of the first steps that the Modi-led 
NDA Government took after coming to power 
in May last year was to initiate the process of re-
vamping the policy on civil aviation in India. In 
the pursuit of this objective, in November 2014, 
the Minister for Civil Aviation P. Ashok Gajapathi 
Raju managed to put out in the public domain, 

a Draft Civil Aviation Policy and invited comments from all the 
stakeholders. The civil aviation industry in India that is largely 
dominated by the fortunes of the Indian airline industry, is gener-

ally seen both at the national and international levels, as having a 
huge potential for growth. This theme is oft repeated in seminars 
and other forums wherever and whenever the Indian civil avia-
tion industry is on the anvil. 

In December 2013, speaking at an event in Bengaluru related 
to renaming of Bengaluru International Airport (BIA) as Kem-
pegowda International Airport (KIA), the then Secretary, Min-
istry of Civil Aviation, K.N. Shrivastava stated, “India is among 
the fastest growing and currently the ninth largest civil aviation 
market in the world. India is expected to become the third largest PH
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aviation market by in the world by 2020 after the United States 
and China. The country’s civil aviation market is expected to see 
a major upsurge in traffic in the next 10 years, with 337 million 
domestic and 84 million international passengers. At present, the 
Indian airline industry annually handles 117 million domestic 
and 43 million international passengers.”

Nearly two years later on October 7, 2015, speaking in Ben-
galuru at the curtain-raiser of the Fifth International Exhibition 
and Conference on Civil Aviation, India Aviation 2016, the Secre-
tary, Ministry of Civil Aviation, R.N. Choubey reiterated, “We are 
embarking on an interesting journey with the new policy, which 
will catapult India to become the third largest market the world 
over.” Although the Civil Aviation Secretary did not say so, media 
reports on the same day on the briefing by him stated that the 
Indian civil aviation industry is the tenth largest as opposed to it 
being the ninth largest according to the statement by Secretary 
Shrivastava made nearly two years ago. The question that arises 
is whether the Indian civil aviation industry has slipped in global 
ranking by one position in the last two years or was it merely 
an error on the part of the reporter. Given the performance 

recorded by the Indian civil aviation industry in the last two 
years, the latter is more likely. This new ranking as mentioned 
by the reporter on October 7, 2015, has not been corroborated by 
any other agency.

Despite a host of impediments, the Indian civil aviation 
industry appears to be set on a reasonably high growth trajec-
tory. However, the same can also be said about the airline indus-
try in Asia, Africa and Latin America where it is being driven 
by a burgeoning middle class coupled with healthy economic 
growth. Thus if the Indian civil aviation industry is to ascend 
in global ratings to attain the third slot by 2020, not only the 
industry but the government too must get its act together and 
soon, failing which, the erroneous reporting on October 7 may 
turn out to be a reality. 

If the Indian civil aviation industry is to grow, apart from a 
respectable rate of economic growth, the areas that need focus 
are infrastructure development, monetary policies of the govern-
ment and reforms in the regulatory framework in place.

PrOsPects Of ecOnOmic GrOwth. With the global 
economic crisis witnessed at the end of the last decade behind us, 
the nation has now entered a new era of economic growth gener-
ating high hopes of a bright future. In fact, the world looks upon 
India as the engine that will drive global economic growth in the 
future. Forecasts based on studies by specialised agencies had 
indicated that in the current decade, India could well have hoped 
to sustain a GDP growth rate at nine per cent up to the year 2020. 

the wOrld lOOks uPOn india as 
the enGine that will drive GlObal 
ecOnOmic GrOwth in the future

Despite a host of impediments, the indian civil aviation industry appears to be set on a reasonably high growth trajectory
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However, there has been some disappointment in this regard. The 
actual rate of growth has slowed down and in the current finan-
cial year the rate of growth has been recorded as being around 7.2 
per cent. In the next financial year, estimates are that the growth 
rate will go up to 8.2 per cent. The slowdown in the rate of eco-
nomic growth is attributable to the chaotic political situation at 
the centre on account of which the government has not been able 
to pass some important bills that are critical to economic reforms 
thus stifling economic growth in the process. The Bills that are 
held up are related to land acquisition as well as goods and ser-
vices tax. Today, just about three per cent of the population of 
India has access to air travel. However, if the steps taken by the 
NDA Government to accelerate economic growth do succeed, 
the benefits that will accrue will percolate to the lower economic 
strata of society and substantially expand the middle class with 
consequent beneficial impact on the Indian airline industry.

infrastructure develOPment. There is no doubt 
that the Indian civil aviation industry has grown substantially 
since liberalisation in the early 1990s. The next wave of growth 
however, would come through regional airports. Today, aerial 
connectivity in the country is restricted largely to the six metros 
handling 65 per cent of the air traffic. The remaining air traffic 
is handled by airports at few Tier-I cities with sizeable popula-
tion. Lack of aerial connectivity to the smaller cities has been an 
inhibiting factor in the growth of regional aviation. For the Indian 
civil aviation industry to grow rapidly, it would be necessary to 
enhance connectivity to the Tier-II and Tier-III cities and in due 
course, even to Tier-IV destinations. 

Addressing the media on March 10, 2014, prior to the India 
Aviation 2014, a major civil aviation air show in Hyderabad, G. 
Ashok Kumar, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Civil Aviation, spoke 
of the long-term plans formulated by the UPA Government to 
build 200 low-cost, no-frills airports in the country in the next 
two decades. The aim of the exercise was to significantly enhance 
connectivity to and amongst Tier-II and Tier-III cities especially 
in remote and inaccessible areas particularly of the North East. 
In fact the theme of India Aviation 2014 was ‘Enhancing Air Con-
nectivity’ which he said, was expected to spur growth in the 
Indian civil aviation industry. For such an exercise to be success-
ful, state governments would have to play a major role especially 
with regard to acquisition of land for new airports or expansion 
of existing ones. This often proves to be difficult as it gets bogged 
down in the quagmire of political dichotomy between the Centre 
and the state.

 However, with the change in the government at the Centre 
in May 2014, the matter receded into the background. Despite its 
declared intentions to provide fresh impetus to the Indian civil 
aviation industry, the NDA Government put the ambitious plans 
of the UPA Government to build a large number of airports in 

Tier-II and Tier-III cities on hold as these smaller airports were 
not commercially viable owing to low demand and high main-
tenance and operating costs. Of the 50 locations for developing 
low-cost airports identified by the UPA Government for Phase I, 
work continues only at five locations. These are in the states of 
Karnataka, Rajasthan, Arunachal Pradesh and Odisha.

At the end of May this year, in a review meeting of the infra-
structure ministries, Prime Minister Modi directed the Minis-
try of Civil Aviation to focus on improving air connectivity to 
smaller cities and promoting regional carriers. The Ministry 
of Civil Aviation thus is once again planning to revive plans to 
develop low-cost airports in non-metro cities. The government 
is also contemplating major changes in the financial paradigms 
of developing and operating regional airports. This will be part 
of the new civil aviation policy as and when it is implemented.

mOnetary POlicy issues. Perhaps the most important 
issue under this head that the government must address is the 
high cost of aviation turbine fuel (ATF) which accounts for up to 
45 per cent of the operating cost of an airline. Today, the price 
of ATF in India is the highest in the world on account of which 
Indian carriers are not in a position to compete with foreign carri-
ers operating in or through India. There is therefore a crying need 
to reduce taxes on ATF levied by both the Centre and the states to 
make it on par with the prices prevailing in the region such as in 
Dubai and Singapore. The government must respond to the long-
standing demand of airline operators to place aviation fuel under 
the declared goods category, a step that will bring some relief to 
the Indian carriers. Similarly, there is a need to review airport 
landing and parking charges as well as taxes levied on mainte-
nance, repair and overhaul (MRO) activities which are somewhat 
exorbitant and irrational.

reGulatOry affairs. The Indian civil aviation industry 
has the dubious distinction of being perhaps the most highly reg-
ulated sector. The government needs to simplify licensing proce-
dures, adopt a more effective ‘Open Sky’ policy and revise inter-
national flying norms for domestic carriers which will involve 
abrogating the so called ‘5/20’ rule that adversely affects newly 
established domestic carriers vis-à-vis foreign carriers operating 
to and from India. As per information available at this point in 
time, there is a proposal to replace the 5/20 rule by a new proce-
dure that might prove to be more complex as well as detrimental 
to the interest of Indian domestic carriers. Hopefully, these issues 
would be addressed correctly in the new civil aviation policy.

the rOad ahead. With only a miniscule percentage of the 
population of 1.3 billion in India currently availing of air travel, 
the potential for growth in the Indian airline industry is indeed 
humongous. However, air travel has to be made less expensive 
through lower taxes and other charges so as to make it afford-
able by larger segment of the society. Development of capacity 
through growth in infrastructure, enhanced focus on regional 
aviation, forward looking monetary policies and an enlightened 
regulatory regime are the essential prerequisites for the Indian 
airline industry to prosper. What is needed is a positive mindset 
on the part of both the stakeholders in the Indian airline industry 
and the policy makers. With proper collaboration between the 
two, there is good chance that the Indian civil aviation industry 
could climb to the third slot in global ranking by 2020 and even to 
the top slot by 2030. sP

with Only a miniscule 
PercentaGe Of the POPulatiOn 
in india availinG Of air travel, 
the POtential fOr GrOwth in the 
indian airline industry is indeed 
humOnGOus
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by R. ChandRakanth

Case for differential 
priCing for regional 

airlines
There are more than 400 airports of which about 90 are operational hence there 
exists a possibility of a structure of mixed airport charges to boost regional and 

general aviation services

T
he NareNdra Modi-led goverNMeNT 
has been talking for quite some time that it would 
give regional air connectivity a major push. The Min-
ister of Civil Aviation, P. Ashok Gajapathi Raju, on 
numerous occasions has indicated that the govern-
ment is serious in promoting regional aviation, first 
to capitalise on the pan-India economic momentum 

and two to connect un-served and under-served markets. 

Such an effort would mean that the government has to think 
differently with regard to its civil aviation policy, if it really intends 
to tap the potential of 300 million middle class citizens living in 
Tier-II and Tier-III cities. While there are several aspects on how 
to promote regional aviation, one that is very much under its pur-
view is airport charges wherein it can have a differential pricing 
for regional airlines, even though there have been murmurs of dis-
sent from major airliners and also private airports. 

indira gandhi international airport in new Delhi 
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No direcT subsidies. Though there is differential pric-
ing from airport to airport, there is no such differentiation when 
it comes to full service airlines, low-cost airlines, regional airlines 
and general aviation. There are no direct subsidies as such for 
regional airlines. In the light of this, the other alternative is to 
develop budget airports for regional airlines and low-cost carriers 
(LCCs) but that model has not been tried out in India. 

65 per ceNT Traffic froM six airporTs. There 
are more than 400 airports of which about 90 are operational 
hence there exists a possibility of a structure of mixed airport 
charges to boost regional and general aviation services. Pres-
ently, about 65 per cent of India’s air traffic is accounted for by 
six metros (Delhi, Mumbai, Bengaluru, Hyderabad, Chennai and 
Kolkata). But it is observed that the smaller towns are going to 
come in to play soon as there is considerable economic traction 
happening across the hinterland.

The Airports Authority of India (AAI) is developing about 
50 no-frills airports and in the first five are Teju in Arunachal 
Pradesh, Jharsuguda in Odisha, Hubli and Belgaum in Karnataka 
and Kishangarh in Rajasthan. In the absence of direct subsidies, 
no-frills airports do make business sense for regional and general 
aviation players. 

Two heads for charges. The AAI is the authority to 
levy charges which have been broadly classified under two heads 
— Air Navigation Services (ANS) and Airport Services. The air-
ports under the AAI have been classified as ‘Major Airports’ and 
‘Non-Major Airports’ and the tariff for aeronautical services at 
major airports is fixed and regulated by Airports Economic Reg-
ulatory Authority of India (AERA) and for all other airports the 
Ministry of Civil Aviation functions as regulator also. 

The major airports under AAI are Chennai, Kolkata, Pune, 
Trivandrum, Jaipur, Goa, Lucknow, Guwahati, Calicut, Ahmed-
abad and Srinagar. The tariff structure of aeronautical services 
(other than ANS) at major airports is airport specific. Tariffs 
for aeronautical services (airport services) pertaining to first 
control period (financial year 2011-12 to 2015-16) have been 
approved by AERA in respect of Chennai, Kolkata, Guwahati 
and Lucknow airports. 

NoN-Major airporTs. In respect of the non-major 
airports the existing tariff for airport services as applicable to 
domestic airports will continue to be applied though some of 
them are declared as international airports.

It must be mentioned here that the landing charges at some 
of the AAI airports are higher than the charges of private airport 
operators. 

A case is being made out that regional airline operators should 
be incentivised by lower airport charges as they connect under-
served or un-served destinations where traffic needs to be cre-
ated through various promotional schemes. The regional airline 
operators who operate turboprop and jets with seating capacity 
up to 130 would stand to benefit if such direct subsidy is provided, 
but there is no such thinking on the part of the government. The 
airport charges (for landing, parking and housing) at the Chha-
trapati Shivaji International Airport (CSIA) in Mumbai are lower 
than those charged by the AAI at Kolkata and Chennai.

Presently, the AAI has listed out charges for airports and in 
this article we have included charges of both AAI-run airports 
and those run by private operators for reference. 

NeTaji subhash chaNdra bose iNTerNaTioNal 
airporT, KolKaTa.

Landing Charges Per Single Landing  
(effective April 1, 2015)

Weight of  
aircraft 

Rate per landing 
(international 
flights)

Rate per landing 
(other than inter-
national flights)

Up to 100 MT `650.40 per MT `331.30 per MT

Above 100 MT `65,040 + `874 
per MT in excess 
of 100 MT

`33,130 + `445.10 
per MT in excess of 
100 MT

Housing and Parking Charges

Weight of  
aircraft

Parking charges 
Rate per MT per 
hour

Housing charges 
Rate per MT per 
hour

Up to 100 MT `9 per MT `17.60 per MT

Above 100 MT `900 + `11.80 per 
MT per hour in 
excess of 100 MT

`1,760 + `23.60 
per MT per hour in 
excess of 100 MT

Source: Airports Authority of India

The AAI charges a minimum fee of `5,000 per single landing 
for all types of aircraft/helicopter flights, including but not lim-
ited to domestic landing, international landing and general avia-
tion landing, however this will not apply to training flights oper-
ated by the flying clubs.

The AAI does not levy any parking fees for the first two hours. 
It said that while calculating free parking period, standard time 
of 15 minutes shall be added on account of time taken between 
touchdown time and actual parking time on the parking stand. 
Another standard time of 15 minutes shall be added on account 
of taxiing time of aircraft from parking stand to take off point. 
These periods shall be applicable for each aircraft irrespective of 
the actual time taken in the movement of aircraft after landing 
and before take-off.PH
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cheNNai iNTerNaTioNal airporT.

Landing Charges Per Single Landing  
(effective April 1, 2015)

Weight of  
aircraft

Rate per inter-
national landing 
per MT

Rate per landing 
(other than  
international)  
per MT

Up to 100 MT `650.40 per MT `331.20 per MT

Above 100 MT `65,040 + `874 
per MT in excess 
of 100 MT 

`33,120 + `445.10 
per MT in excess of 
100 MT

Housing and Parking Charges

Weight of  
aircraft

Parking charges 
Rate per MT per 
hour

Housing charges 
Rate per MT per 
hour

Up to 100 MT `8.90 per MT `17.70 per MT

Above 100 MT `890 + `11.80 per 
MT per hour in 
excess of 100 MT 

`1,770 + `23.50 
per MT per hour in 
excess of 100 MT

guwahaTi iNTerNaTioNal airporT.

Housing and Parking Charges

Weight of  
aircraft 

Parking charges 
Rate per MT per 
hour

Housing charges 
Rate per MT per 
hour

Up to 40 MT `4.80 per hour per 
MT

`9.40 per hour per 
MT

40 MT to  
100 MT

`192 + `9 per 
hour per MT in 
excess of 40 MT

`376 + `17.50 per 
hour per MT in 
excess of 40 MT

Above 100 MT `732 + `11.70 per 
MT per hour in 
excess of 100 MT

`1,426 + `22.50 
per MT per hour in 
excess of 100 MT

Domestic/ International Landing Charges  
Per Single Landing

Weight of  
aircraft

Rates per landing

Up to 20 MT `202.20 per MT 

20 MT to 50 MT `4,044 + `320.20 per MT in excess of 20 MT 

50 MT to  
100 MT

`13,650 + `328.10 per MT in excess of 
50 MT 

Above 100 MT `30,055 + `438.20 per MT in excess of 
100 MT

In order to encourage air connectivity to the North-eastern 
region and to promote intra-regional connectivity the AAI has 
waived off landing charges for (a) aircraft with a maximum cer-
tified capacity of less than 80 seats, being operated by domestic 
scheduled operators (b) helicopters of all types.

The Airports Authority also has waived off the night parking 
charges for all domestic scheduled operators at those airports 
where the state government levies the rate of tax (VAT) on avia-
tion turbine fuel-up to 5 per cent. The above waiver of night park-
ing charges (between 2200 to 0600 hours) will be made applicable 

from the date of implementation of the levy of tax on ATF up to 5 
per cent by the respective state governments. This relief shall be 
applicable initially for a period of five years and will be reviewed 
thereafter. In the event of upward revision in the tax rate of ATF 
by the respective state governments the relief of free night parking 
charges will also be deemed to be withdrawn for all the airports 
within the jurisdiction of the said state(s).

charges aT NoN-Major airporTs. 

Landing Charges Per Single Landing  
(Domestic Flights)

Weight of aircraft Charges

Up to 10,000 kg `67.10 per 1,000 kg

10,001 to 20,000 kg `671 + `117.70 per 1,000 per kg 
in excess of 10,000 kg

Above 20,000 kg `1,848 + `231 per 1,000 kg in 
excess of 20,000 kg

Landing Charges Per Single Landing  
(International Flights)

Weight of aircraft Charges

Up to 10,000 kg `122.10 per 1,000 kg

10,001 to 20,000 kg `1,221 + `179.30 per 1,000 kg in 
excess of 10,000 kg

20,001 to 50,000 kg `3,014 + `354.20 per 1,000 kg in 
excess of 20,000 kg

50,001 to 1,00,000 kg `13,640 + `413.60 per 1,000 kg 
in excess of 50,000 kg

Above 1,00,000 kg `34,320 + `471.90 per 1,000 kg 
in excess of 1,00,000 kg

The AAI has stated that all landing and parking charges at all 
airports in the North-eastern region, Jammu & Kashmir, Anda-
man and Nicobar Islands and Lakshadweep (other than defence 

Chennai international airport
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airports) is reduced by 25 per cent of the current rates. All the 
charges mentioned above do carry applicable service tax. 

privaTe airporTs — 

chhaTrapaTi shivaji iNTerNaTioNal airporT, 
MuMbai. 

Landing Fees Per Single Landing

Weight of  
aircraft

Rate per landing 
for international 
aircraft

Rate per land-
ing for domestic 
aircraft

Up to 100 MT `594.01 per MT `283.55 per MT

Above 100 MT `59,401 + `725.71 
per MT in excess of 
100 MT

`28,355 + `381 
per MT in excess 
of 100 MT

Housing and Parking Charges

Weight of  
aircraft

Parking charges 
Rate per MT per 
hour

Housing charges 
Rate per MT per 
hour

Up to 100 MT 14.26 per MT 28.52 per MT

Above 100 MT `1,426 per MT + 
`18.88 in excess of 
100 MT

`28,522 per MT + 
`37.77 per MT in 
excess of 100 MT

A minimum fee of `16,170 and `21,560 is charged per single 
domestic and international landing respectively for all types of 
aircraft/helicopter, including but not limited to domestic landing, 
international landing and general aviation landing. 

priciNg iN TerMs of weighT. As we notice that the 
airport charges are made out based on the weight of the aircraft 

and not as per the classification of full service airline; low-cost 
carrier; regional airline or general aviation.

opposiTioN To regioNal coNNecTiviTy pol-
icy. The Association of Private Airport Operators (APAO) has 
opposed the regional connectivity policy stating that the desti-
nations included in the proposal lacked traffic potential and the 
incentives offered to airlines to launch services were not enough 
to cover their costs. Similarly airlines had opposed stating that 
the new destinations would have severe financial implications.

The APAO comprises GVK, GMR groups and CIAL run air-
ports at Mumbai, Bengaluru, Delhi, Hyderabad and Kochi. The 
APAO said that 10 of 87 destinations listed in the proposal have 
traffic of 70 or more passengers each day to/from Delhi, while 
the rest “do not have the ability to support or augment scheduled 
carriers’ service network”. The Civil Aviation Ministry’s proposal 
says airlines should deploy at least six per cent of the capacity 
deployed on trunk routes to ‘incentive destinations’ and also 
on routes within Jammu & Kashmir. In turn, the airlines will 
be exempt from landing and parking charges, route navigation 
charges, passenger service fee and fuel throughput charge levied 
by the Airports Authority of India.

According to the airports’ body, these concessions alone 
would not be sufficient to incentivise airlines as these don’t even 
constitute 10 per cent of an airline’s operating cost. In order to 
break even on these routes, the airlines would require 75 per cent 
occupancy.

The regional airline operators, presently three in num-
ber—Air Costa, Air Pegasus and Turbo Megha Airways (Tru-
jet)—have not grouped themselves to pressure the government 
as they themselves are in the early stages of their journey. It 
remains to be seen how the Ministry intends to give regional 
aviation a boost, other than clearing air operators’ certificate 
for them at the earliest. SP

Chhatrapati Shivaji international airport in Mumbai
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by R. ChandRakanth

E-JEts opErators visit 
final assEmbly of thE 

first E2 prototypE
The E-Jets E2 programme reinforces Embraer’s commitment to continuously invest in the 
commercial jets line of the company, and maintain market leadership in the segment of 

70-130 seats, in which the E-Jets hold over 50 per cent market share in orders and 60 
per cent in deliveries 

E
mbraEr CommErCial aviation 
brought together more than 50 airlines and leas-
ing companies, and 40 suppliers and trading partners 
in the city of Campinas, a major city in the state of 
São Paulo, Brazil, between October 19 and 21, for the 
2015 global edition of the Embraer Operators Confer-
ence (EOC). The highlight of the event took place on 

October 20, when EOC participants flew to Embraer headquarters, 
in São José dos Campos, and visited the first prototype of the E-Jets 
E2, an E190-E2 model. The plane is now entering the final assembly 
process and EOC guests, about 400 people, were able to see first-
hand the fuselage painted, and the wings already installed.

The first delivery of an E-Jet E2 (an E190-E2) is scheduled for 
the first half of 2018. The E195-E2 is scheduled to enter service in 
2019 and the E175-E2 in 2020. The E-Jets E2 programme reinforces 
Embraer’s commitment to continuously invest in the commercial 

jets line of the company, and maintain market leadership in the 
segment of 70-130 seats, in which the E-Jets hold over 50 per cent 
market share in orders and 60 per cent in deliveries. Currently, the 
E-Jets operate with 70 airlines in some 50 countries.

milEstonEs of E2. January 8, 2013: Pratt & Whitney’s 
PurePower Geared TurbofanTM engines selected for Embraer’s 
second-generation of E-Jets.

February 4, 2013: Embraer selects Honeywell to provide its 
Primus Epic 2 integrated avionics system for the second-genera-
tion of E-Jets.

June 17, 2013: At Paris International Air Show at Le Bourget, 
Embraer officialy launches the new, three-aircraft programme at 
a press conference, led by Embraer CEO Fred Curado and Paulo 
Cesar Silva, the President of the Commercial Aviation division. 
The company revealed the name of the next-generation aircraft, 

“it’s always good to havE thE opportunity 
to show CustomErs that thE programmE is 
on sChEdulE. today’s E-JEts opErators arE 
potEntial E2 opErators, and this is why it is 
so important to kEEp thEm updatEd on thE 
programmE. sEEing thE planE up ClosE shows 
that our promisE is making stridEs to bEComE 
a rEality, and that wE arE quiCkly moving 
towards thE nExt stEps: thE roll out and thE 
first flight.”

— paulo CEsar silva, prEsidEnt & CEo, 
EmbraEr CommErCial aviation
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E-Jets E2, and logged a sizeable number of orders from both air-
lines and leasing companies. 

July 14, 2014: A completely redesigned cabin with unprece-
dented space and an innovative premium seating layout is on dis-
play at the Farnborough Air Show. UK design firm Priestmangoode 
contracted to develop the interior jointly with Embraer. The new 
E2 cabin keeps the trademark two-by-two, 18.3-inch-wide seats in 
economy class. The slim seats, which have no under seat support 
rails, give passengers more space to stow their cabin baggage or 
stretch out. New overhead bins are about 40 per cent larger com-

pared to current-generation E-Jets. Space is so generous that each 
passenger on the aircraft can stow his/her own standard-size 
carry-on bag in the bins.

One of the signature design features of the E2 is an individual 
PSU (passenger service unit). Inspired by the automotive indus-
try, each passenger has his/her own light and air vent that is posi-
tioned directly above the seat. Windows have been redesigned, 
too, to make the cabin feel larger and brighter.

The E2 cabin has options for Wi-Fi Internet connectivity and 
individual screens for in-flight entertainment.

Another innovation featured in the cabin mock-up is a unique 
welcome screen at the boarding entrance. The LED panel can dis-
play flight information, destination weather, marketing messages 
or whatever the airline chooses.

July 14, 2014: Embraer’s E-Jets E2 order book is growing 
again with a conditional order announced at the 2014 Farnbor-
ough Air Show for up to 100 E175-E2s from Trans States Holdings 
of St. Louis, United States. The agreement calls for 50 firm aircraft 
and options for an additional 50 jets. Deliveries for Trans States’ 
76-seat, dual class E175-E2s are scheduled to start in June 2020. 

July 15, 2014: Brazil’s Azul Linhas Aéreas which operates 82 
E190s and E195s (with eleven more on order) has the largest fleet of 

thE E-JEts E2 programmE 
rEinforCEs EmbraEr’s 
CommitmEnt to Continuously 
invEst in thE CommErCial 
JEts linE of thE Company, and 
maintain markEt lEadErship in 
thE sEgmEnt of 70-130 sEats

the first prototype of the e-Jets e2, an e190-e2 model, at the embraer headquarters in São José dos Campos
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E195s in the world. With a Letter of Intent 
for up to 50 new E195-E2s announced at 
the Farnborough Air Show, Azul is poised 
to grow again. The LOI also makes Azul 
the launch customer for the E195-E2. 

With its predominantly E-Jet fleet, 
the carrier has focused on serving secondary markets with high-
frequency, non-stop flights that have brought affordable air travel 
to consumers, many of whom have never flown before.

July 17, 2014: ICBC Financial Leasing Co Ltd., a wholly-
owned subsidiary of the Industrial and Commercial Bank of 
China, is adding up to 20 E190-E2s to its current asset portfolio of 
over 380 owned and managed aircraft. 

ICBC Leasing joins AerCap of the United States as a lessor of 
E-Jets E2s. In 2013, AerCap announced the acquisition of up to 50 
E190-E2s and up to 50 E195-E2s. The leasing community has been 
a strong supporter of Embraer E-Jets. Some 30 leasing companies 
have added E-Jets to their fleet portfolios.

Tianjin Airlines, a subsidiary of the HNA Group, is adding to 
its existing fleet of 50 E-Jets. The parent company announced the 
acquisition of an additional 20 current generation E-Jets, the first 
of which will be delivered in 2015, and 20 next-generation E2s. 

October 17, 2014: First metal cut for the E-2 happens at 
Evora, Portugal. 

April 15, 2015: E2 Interior wins award. The concept for the 
E-Jets E2 cabin interior receives the prestigious Crystal Cabin 
Award in the ‘Industrial Design and Visionary Concepts’ category 
at the annual Aircraft Interiors Expo in Hamburg by the Crystal 
Cabin Award Association in recognition of outstanding innova-
tion in the field of aircraft cabins. SP

list of E-JEts opErators
Central ameriCa
Copa Airlines, Panama

north ameriCa
United Express, USA
Delta Connection, USA
US Airways & US Airways Express, 
USA
JetBlue Airways, USA
AeroMexico Connect, Mexico
American Eagle, USA
Air Canada

South ameriCa
TAME, Ecuador
Satena, Colombia
Azul, Brazil
Austral, Argentina
Conviasa, Venezuela
Avianca, Colombia
SATENA, Colombia

afriCa & middle eaSt
Saudi Arabian
Royal Jordanian
Oman Air
EgyptAir Express
Kenya Airways

Arkia Airlines, Israel
LAM, Mozambique
Borajet, Turkey
Royal Air Maroc
Punto Azul, Equatorial Guinea
Mauritania Airlines, Mauritania
Air Burkina, Burkina Faso

aSia
Mandarin Airlines, Taiwan
Tianjin Airlines, China
J-AIR, Japan
Fuji Dream Airlines, Japan
China Southern, China
Hebei Airlines, China
Myanma Airways, Myanmar
Air Astana, Kazakhstan
Air Costa, India
GX Airlines, China
Kalstar Aviation, Indonesia
Colorful Guizhou Airlines, China

oCeania
Airnorth, Australia
Virgin Australia
Cobham Aviation Services/ 
National Jet, Australia

europe
LOT Polish Airlines, Poland
Alitalia, Italy
Finnair, Finland
Flybe, UK
HOP!, France
Montenegro Airlines, Montenegro
KLM Cityhopper, Netherlands
Air Dolomiti, Italy
Air Europa, Spain
British Airways CityFlyer, UK
Lufthansa CityLine, Germany
Air Moldova, Moldova
People’s Vienna Line, Austria
Estonian Air, Estonia
Bulgaria Air, Bulgaria
Belavia, Belarus
Jetairfly, Belgium
Ukraine International, Ukraine
Azerbaijan Airlines, Azerbaijan
Aurigny Air Services, Channel Islands
Saratov Airlines, Russia
Austrian Airlines
AnadoluJet, Turkey
Helvetic Airways, Switzerland
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Air CArgo e-commerce 

by R. ChandRakanth

Big Billions
According to industry estimates, e-tailers will spend `2,000 crore on marketing and 

promotional schemes this year to lure consumers during the festive season

B
ig Billion Days’, screameD full page 
newspaper advertisements of India’s number 
one e-tailer Flipkart in October. ‘India’s Greatest 
Sale’ was even louder by Amazon India. Snap-
deal was appealing to festival sentiments ‘Diwali 
Dil Ki Deal Wali’ and so the e-tail charade con-
tinues. There is no stopping the juggernaut of 

online shopping. 
The just concluded five-day ‘Big Billion Days’ sale of Flipkart 

saw a business turnover of over $300 million in gross merchan-
dise volume (GMV). In terms of categories, the fashion segment 
churned out the largest volume while in terms of value, the mobile 
category raked in close to $200 million GMV. Snapdeal in a state-
ment said that “The trends indicate a 10x growth in orders, 17x 

rise in sales with 5x growth in customers who shopped in today’s 
(October 13) sale.” 

The online sales figures are phenomenal. The GMV of ecom-
merce platforms in 2014-15 was estimated at $10.5 billion, 
according to KPMG. According to industry estimates, e-tailers 
will spend `2,000 crore on marketing and promotional schemes 
this year to lure consumers during the festive season.

Big wave in e-commerce. In the last couple of years, 
almost every other day, e-tailers have been aggressively advertis-
ing on television and print medium with one sale or the other. 
Thanks to e-commerce, the others laughing their way to the 
banks indeed are the logistics players, airlines and not to forget 
the television and print media. The big wave of e-commerce is 
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just about making its moves. And this is mostly metro-centric 
movement and one can imagine when other cities also come into 
play in this online tidal wave. 

The e-tailers have started perfecting their business models, 
having gone many hiccups of server breakdown; last-mile deliv-
ery issues; tying up with multi-modal transportation systems, 
etc. These are still early days. But one can say, it is still early days 
and both the e-tailer and the end-customer are coming to terms 
with the new trend of shopping. In all this, the air cargo sector, 
among other multi-modal transportation, is benefiting. When 
e-tailers guarantee ‘one-day delivery’ then air cargo certainly 
is the driver. Domestic air cargo has started soaring on e-com-
merce wings and several of the airlines have started talking to 
e-commerce companies. 

Domestic air cargo growth. The e-commerce wave 
is becoming bigger and bigger. It is boosting India’s domestic air 
cargo traffic since May 2014, growing at an unprecedented 21 to 
25 per cent in six of the past 14 months, with double-digit growth 
in virtually every month. Airports in Bengaluru, Hyderabad and 
New Delhi which are home to some of the major warehousing 
hubs of the big e-commerce players, have started investing in 
expansion. Amazon has a huge warehouse in Kothur in Telan-
gana, spread over 2,80,000 square feet, 20-odd km from the Rajiv 
Gandhi International Airport, Hyderabad. In September Amazon 
announced that it has invested in seven new Fulfilment Centres 
(FCs) to meet the growing needs of its fast-growing seller base 
in the country. The new FCs are in Ahmedabad, Delhi, Kolkata, 
Nagpur, Gurgaon, Pune and Mumbai. With the launch of these 
new FCs, Amazon now has 20 FCs operational across 10 states 
in India covering a total area of over 1.6 million square feet with a 
storage capacity of nearly four million cubic feet.

Thanks to this shopping trend, airlines have started look-
ing at this sector. SpiceJet has initiated talks with several of 
the e-commerce firms for tie-ups, while Jet Airways has been 
contemplating having dedicated freighter planes. India’s larg-
est express and courier company, Blue Dart has now Sunday 
deliveries and logistics player Gati is eyeing additional cargo 
space in bellies of passenger aircraft. Gati expects e-commerce 
business to account for 30 per cent of its air freight traffic this 
year. In fact, Gati has strengthened its manpower and has over a 
1,000-strong team dedicated to e-commerce business and it has 
secured cargo space on 32 airline routes. India’s largest low-cost 
carrier IndiGo reported that in the first nine months of 2014-15, 
it had cargo revenue of nearly $72 million, compared with $74 
million for the entire 2013-14. Jet Airways cargo income grew at 6 
per cent touching $213 million in 2014-15. However, air cargo as 
a proportion of India’s total freight and aviation business is still 
low and the country’s overall spend on logistics and transporta-
tion is said to be 14.4 per cent of its GDP.

Freight transport market to touch $300 
Billion. Overall the Indian freight transport market is fore-
cast to touch $308 billion by 2020, growing at 13.35 CAGR (com-
pounded annual growth rate) by 2020 driven by manufacturing, 
retail, FMCG and e-commerce sectors. 

Digital inDia to push traDe. Of the total freight 
movement, road constitutes about 63 per cent, rail freight about 
27 per cent, sea freight about 9 per cent and air freight is just 1 
per cent and Novonous Report estimates that Indian air freight 

market will grow at an impressive rate 
of around 12.5 per cent CAGR over the 
next five years, addressing needs of the 
manufacturing, FMCG and e-commerce 
sectors. Helping the e-commerce sector 
grow has been the revolution in smart-
phone technology, 3G and 4G connectivity are making things 
happen at a faster pace. Though there are still wide gaps in Inter-
net penetration in urban areas itself, there is hope in the light of 
the vision of the Prime Minister to transform India into a ‘Digital 
India’ project which will positively impact all walks of life. 

Sandeep Ladda Leader, Technology Sector Practice, PwC India, 
in a foreword to a report by PwC has said that the ‘Digital India’ 
programme will give a strong boost to the e-commerce market 
as bringing the internet and broadband to remote corners of the 
country will give rise to an increase in trade and efficient warehous-
ing and will also present a potentially huge market for goods to be 
sold. For India Post, the government is keen to develop its distri-
bution channel and other e-commerce related services as a major 
revenue model going ahead, especially when India Post transacted 
business worth $42 million in the cash-on-delivery (CoD) segment 
for firms such as Flipkart, Snapdeal and Amazon. Both these proj-
ects will have significant impact on increasing the reach of e-com-
merce players to generally non-serviceable areas, thereby boosting 
growth. India’s overall retail opportunity is substantial, and coupled 
with a demographic dividend (young population, rising standards 
of living and upwardly mobile middle class) and rising internet pen-
etration, strong growth in e-commerce is expected. 

Around 75 per cent of Indian Internet users are in the age group 
of 15 to 34 years. This category-shops more than the remaining 
population. Peer pressure, rising aspirations with career growth, 
fashion and trends encourage this segment to shop more than any 
other category and India, therefore, clearly enjoys a demographic 
dividend that favours the growth of e-commerce. By 2020, e-tail 
in India is expected to account for 3 per cent of total retail. Fur-
ther, orders per million are expected to more than double from 
five million in 2013 to 12 million by 2016, which will mean more 
opportunities for both consumers and e-tail companies. And, of 
course, the logistics sector will be up there. 

inDia’s internet penetration long way to 
go. According to Ecommerce Europe, country-wise, the US, UK 
and China together accounted for 57 per cent of the world’s total 
B2C e-commerce sales in 2013, with China having total sales of 
$328.4 billion. As against this, India had sales of only $10.7 bil-
lion, 3.3 per cent of that of China in 2013 with fifth position in 
Asia-Pacific. This is despite the fact that India enjoys high demo-
graphic dividends just like China. India’s Internet penetration 
with total e-households at 46 million against China’s 207 million 
is one of the reasons behind India’s poor B2C sales growth. 

A report by Forrester Research states that only 16 per cent of 
India’s total population was online in 2013 and of the online users 
only 14 per cent or 28 million were online buyers. India, there-
fore, is still in a nascent stage of evolution of online retail spend-
ing. China is in ascending stage at 50 per cent, whereas Japan (69 
per cent), Australia (57 per cent) and South Korea (70 per cent) 
are in mature stage. Since the e-commerce industry is fast rising, 
changes can be seen over a year. The sector in India has grown by 
34 per cent (CAGR) since 2009 to touch $16.4 billion in 2014. The 
sector is expected to be in the range of $22 billion in 2015. Good 
times ahead for different verticals. SP
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UAC CommerCiAl 
prodUCtion extended

For many years Russia has been Indian Air Force’s prime supplier delivering a variety 
of Sukhoi, MiG, Ilyushin and Antonov aircraft. With the new “Make in India” policy the 

United Aircraft Corporation of Russia looks to expand its commercial aircraft offering to 
establish new ties with India.

Recently, IndIa’s na-
tIonal cIvIl aviation is 
seeing rapid development. 
The country has been ex-

tensively improving its airport infra-
structure, renovating existing build-
ing up to 50 new airports. With an 
annual turnover of 250+ million pas-
sengers India is an attractive market 
for regional aircraft. 

The Russian United Aircraft 
Corporation new strategy includes 
a competitive product portfolio in 
commercial aviation. The Corpora-
tion considers India, Asia Pacific and 
China as key international markets. 

Next 20 years the region will 
acquire over 400 new aircraft in 
the 60-120 seat segment. The Suk-
hoi Superjet 100 regional jet could 
be an ideal option to meet such 
requirements. The production line 
in Komsomolsk-on-Amur is now 
ready to produce up to 5 aircraft per 
month, with more than 100 planes 
produced. Apart of the national flag 
carrier Aeroflot and several domes-
tic airlines, SSJ100 has been suc-
cessfully operating with Mexican 
Interjet and a couple of airlines in 
Asia Pacific. Recently UAC signed 
a substantial agreement to set up a 
leasing company in PRC to promote 
the aircraft in China and South-
East Asia. The company disclosed 
its plans to buy up to one hundred 
SSJ100 within the next three years 
worth up to USD 3 bln. 

According to UAC President Yuri 
Slyusar, “India, taking into consider-
ation the vast experience in the mili-
tary field, is one of key platforms for 
industrial cooperation”. 

Last December, the VIP version 
of the SSJ 100 performed a non stop 

flight from Moscow to New Delhi 
to open a new page in the history 
of Russian commercial aviation. 
This February the aircraft was also 
presented to the participants of 
the Aero India–2015 airshow. UAC 
is fully aware about a large role in 
managing India’s aviation industry 
by the national MoD. During the 
show UAC held a number of meet-
ings with MoD representatives pre-
senting the SSJ VIP aircraft to dis-
cuss future cooperation prospects. 
It is interesting to mention that 
SSJ100 extended range business ver-
sion has already won a tender of the 
Thai Air Force. The delivery of two 
aircraft for the Thai military is to be 
completed next year. 

Yuri Slyusar is sure that the 
talks with Indian partners will 
result in developing some partner-
ships in the industrial sphere. “This 
is a mutually beneficial process 
– for the Russian side its broad-
ening of production cooperation, 
for  Indian – access to most up to 
date technologies and expanding 
the fleet with an innovative prod-
uct”, said he.

The UAC has already formed 
a subgroup on cooperation in civil 
aviation within the framework of the 
Russian-Indian Trade and Economic 
Cooperation Commission. 

The Corporation plans to sell 
about 50 aircraft in India in the next 
decade. “Understanding that India’s 
industry is interested in industrial 
cooperation, we are ready to look at 
localization of certain components, 
create customization centers (deliv-
ery centers) and after sales support 
centers in the region”, concluded 
UAC President. SP

Yuri Slyusar, united aircraft Corporation President

SSJ 100 of mexican interjet displays excellent  
operational performance

the uaC production facilities in komsomolsk-on-amur are 
capable to produce up to 5 SSJ 100 monthly
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The NexT era for 
airporTs iN iNdia

After more thAn A century 
of air travel across the world, air-
ports have transformed radically 
from simple transitory stations to 

sophisticated commercial hubs, which are as 
complex to operate as small cities. Fast-mov-
ing technological developments in aerospace 
infrastructure, flight operations and manage-
rial intelligence are serving to usher in a new 
era of airport functionality. Further, with the 
proliferation of more pervasive connectiv-
ity, access to more bandwidth at lower costs, 
reduced data storage maintenance as well 
information processing and comprehensive 
analytics – a new paradigm for aircraft and 
airport connectivity has been created.

Here in India, airports across the five major 
metros of Delhi, Mumbai, Bengaluru, Hyderabad and Chennai have 
experienced a rapid transformation and any recent traveller will tes-
tify to their international standards. The Airports Authority of India 
(AAI) has put in place a laudable goal of upgrading all of the coun-
try’s airports within a span of 10 years to ensure better connectivity 
within the country as well as to international destinations. This is a 
crucial move as passenger numbers across the country are expected 
to reach 540 million annually by 2025 up from 169 million witnessed 
in 2013-14. However, operator margins have remained tight despite 
continued growth in passengers. Thus, lowering of operational costs 
has become one of the key challenges in the Indian aviation industry. 

To cope with the country’s growth, new airport systems need to 
be adopted to significantly streamline the growing air traffic. There 
has to be a closer synchronisation between the facets of air traf-
fic flow management, air traffic control, aircraft operators, ground 
handling and airport operations. In essence, creating an ecosystem 
of next generation, satellite-based technologies that provides flight 
crews, passengers as well as maintenance and operations person-
nel with real-time seamless access to information is pivotal. Fur-
ther, airports must be able to know their future resource needs by 
traffic forecasting done by simulation softwares. In other words, 
India’s airports of the future need to become smarter. 

It would serve the authorities operating these various avia-
tion hubs well to make note of some of the newer technologies 
that would assist them to address multiple situations being faced 
by operations staff and travellers. For instance, Near Field Com-
munications (NFC) can make the experience of flying seamless 
by reducing processes and allowing direct contact with the pas-
senger. For example, unmanned boarding will automatically admit 
travellers by reading the boarding pass stored on their phones. In 
addition, providing phone notifications in the event of travel dis-
ruptions and immigration procedures will ensure a more tranquil 
travel experience. Hence, airport operators should ideally look at 
investing further in solutions that further consolidate their cur-
rent Wi-Fi networks and enhance their cloud infrastructure to 

allow for better movement of passengers 
through an airport terminal. 

For its part, Honeywell has engineered 
several technologies to help enhance the 
overall flow of infrastructure management. 
For instance, a series of hardware solutions 
and systems can intelligently manage ambi-
ent temperature and lighting to ensure pas-
sengers are comfortable in the terminal 
building, while at the same time reducing 
energy consumption. In fact, providing eco-
friendly solutions is critical, as the AAI has 
sent a clear signal that this will be one of 
their requirements for future airport devel-
opment. A prime example of this is when 
the Cochin International was unveiled as the 
world’s first airport to be run on solar power. 

While this a commendable step forward, much more needs to be 
done across other major aviation hubs across the country. 

As India is one of the fastest growing domestic aviation markets, 
optimising the country’s current air traffic flow and safety systems 
is crucial. Hence, to assist with this, the AAI and the US-India Avia-
tion Cooperation Program, signed an official agreement in 2013 to 
collaborate and launch the Honeywell SmartPath Ground-Based 
Augmentation System (GBAS) pilot project at the Chennai Inter-
national Airport. The airport itself is the third busiest in India, in 
terms of international and overall passenger traffic, handling over 
10.5 million travellers a year. The new project will be a part of the 
AAI’s Air Traffic Management (ATM) upgrade programme, and the 
implementation of SmartPath will provide airlines with the benefit 
of reduced fuel consumption and lower fuel costs by as much as 12 
per cent due to shorter circling and extended landing queues. More 
importantly, the SmartPath system will help significantly minimise 
any chance of flight path overlaps from occurring. Hence, based on 
the success of this project, the AAI has plans to consider implement-
ing a similar system at other major airports across the country. 

While the journey towards completing the defined target of 
upgraded aviation hubs within the next 10 years is a formidable 
one, the right steps are being taken to guarantee its completion. 
Thus, various stakeholders in India’s aerospace sector should look 
to streamline the sanction and implementation processes to put 
in place solutions that can greatly increase the overall capacity 
handling of airports as well as reduce their respective carbon 
footprints and enhance safety. By doing so, the country’s aviation 
hubs would also be able to handle a larger volume of air cargo and 
remove the current challenge of transport aircraft competing for 
take-off and landing space with commercial aircraft. Hence, vari-
ous market players should aim to develop and offer the AAI solu-
tions that will aid in creating a smarter airport ecosystem, which 
will in turn power both the local and national economies. sP

 —By Arijit Ghosh, President, Honeywell Aerospace India

arIjIt Ghosh
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Volatility in air fares has been a characteris-
tic feature of the Indian airline industry that has been 
tethered to a free market economy since the emergence 
of private carriers. Frequent spikes in air fares constitute 

a major dilemma especially for the large segment of the travelling 
public who are not elitist or belong to the affluent sections of the 
society. This phenomena is witnessed invariably during the holi-
day season or during festivals when passenger traffic is generally 
inclined to peak. The heavy demand during these seasons comes as 
a bonanza for the Indian carriers who during lean periods are nor-
mally engaged in a struggle to remain viable in the face of reduced 
demand and cut-throat competition. In the long run however, exor-
bitant fares during the travelling season tend to inhibit growth in 
passenger traffic as the cost of air travel becomes clearly unafford-
able for many. In the final analysis, this phenomena is counterpro-
ductive for the airline industry as 
high cost becomes a deterrent for 
many a potential air passenger.

In March this year, some 
Members of Parliament raised 
a demand in the Rajya Sabha to 
regulate air fares as, in their per-
ception, the pricing of air tickets 
by the Indian airline industry was 
arbitrary and the charges were 
inordinately high. They also put 
forth a suggestion that the gov-
ernment consider the setting up 
of an authority to regulate fares 
charged by private airlines. Also, the government ought to define 
the parameters for the structuring of air fares.

One of the factors that in the past has led to high air fares was 
the continuously rising price of aviation turbine fuel (ATF). As 
expenditure on ATF constitutes around 40 to 45 per cent of oper-
ating cost of an airline, any rise in the price of ATF does seriously 
dent the finances of an airline. In the recent past, thankfully, the 
price of ATF has been registering a significant downward trend. 
However, in the last one year, even though the price of ATF has 
come down by around 35 per cent, the benefit thus accrued has 
not been passed on to the travelling public by the Indian carriers. 
Air fares have continued to remain high and often unaffordable for 
the middle class. On the other hand, even the slightest increase in 
the price of ATF is passed on by the Indian carriers to the hapless 
air passenger without any time lag.

While the air passenger is normally at the receiving end of the 
fallout from volatility in the price of ATF, when viewed in the global 

perspective, the Indian carriers themselves are at a serious disad-
vantage. Compared to international price levels, the price of ATF in 
India is significantly higher. Besides, the price of ATF in India does 
not reduce in the same proportion as the fall in the global price 
of crude oil. But above all, what pushes up cost of ATF is the tax 
structure that is generally seen as being somewhat irrational. Apart 
from central taxes, every state government has its own formula for 
taxation because of which the cost of ATF is not only high, it is also 
not uniform throughout the country. These factors make it difficult 
if not impossible for Indian carriers to compete with their foreign 
counterparts operating in or through India. India holds the dubious 
distinction of offering perhaps the highest price levels for ATF that 
are in stark contrast to prices prevailing in Dubai and Singapore, 
the two major hubs in the region for the global airline industry.

One of the priorities in the regime of civil aviation enunciated 
by the NDA Government was 
focus on expanding regional 
aviation for which the govern-
ment has indicated intentions 
of developing a large number of 
airports in Tier-II, Tier-III and 
even Tier-IV cities and towns 
to improve regional connectiv-
ity and make air travel available 
to larger segment of the society. 
However, the population inhab-
iting these cities is largely from 
the middle or lower middle 
class and unless air fares are 

affordable for them, it would not be possible for regional carriers 
to sustain profitable operations.

The menace of high air fares has even drawn attention of the 
Prime Minister of India who has expressed concern and has invited 
suggestions on how the issue could be addressed without forcibly 
capping fares. Although in a free-market economy, for the airline 
industry to prosper, controls are not desirable and the market ought 
to remain de-regulated to encourage free and fair competition. 
However, too much of freedom for the airline industry is also some-
what unhealthy and the best results can be obtained through close 
supervision and a degree of pragmatic regulation. In a meeting on 
September 15, the Ministry of Civil Aviation had asked the Indian 
carriers to come up with suggestions for a model for self-regulation.

Finally the government has stepped in and is contemplating 
measures to reign in tendencies of predatory pricing of air tickets 
by the Indian carriers. SP

— B.K. Pandey

Menace of  
Predatory Pricing

The menace of high air fares has drawn attention of the Prime Minister who has 
expressed concern and has invited suggestions on how the issue could be addressed 

without capping fares
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1,100+ E-JETS. 
70 AIRLINES. 
50 COUNTRIES.

The E-Jets E2 program has moved from concept to reality. We’re far beyond the milestone of 

fi rst-metal being cut, and are now busy assembling the fi rst E2 prototype for fi rst fl ight next 

year. The entire E2 family is on schedule, on target, and on the way to affi rming its position as 

the world’s most preferred family of jets up to 130 seats. Our vision remains clear. And it is 

taking shape today.

Our vision 
is taking shape.

E-JETS
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